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Normally, my report and the report of our team leaders represent our progress over the past fiscal year. They highlight the achievements of our organization as well as any significant challenges. 

But this past year, of course, was anything but normal. 

In a year that was fully encapsulated by a global pandemic, it seemed more fitting to report on what we learned – what we can carry forward with us in this changed world. To this end, each team leader shared their perspectives on

lessons learned through the lens of the program they oversee. What follows in this report are observations and learnings from my corner of our lovely little Centre.

OSNS experienced a year with a seemingly endless boil over of difficult stories. Of families who were just barely managing the gravity of a diagnosis along with their day to day concerns when waves of pandemic related challenges

buffeted the shores. The depth of uncertainties was unprecedented. And for many, it was an overwhelming time.

And yet.

Quiet heroism was everywhere.  Deep morality was on display. 

OSNS delivered thousands of hours of support, care and treatment. 

We learned that we could see the short comings within a system and indeed within each other and still not negate the excellence of the service provided and the many moments of selfless kindness. 

We became even more certain of the truth that there is no reasonable counter argument to providing early support to children facing challenges. 

Personally I will carry forward with 3 thoughts in particular.

First: The Power of the Unscripted Question

When families first walk in, they are strangers. They expect to be asked questions that identify themselves and identify particulars of their children. Again and again though, I listened to the relationships built by our team when they

asked about things outside of just what we needed to know. Are you into the hockey playoffs? Do you like to garden? Why did you move to Penticton?

So this is now a mum who moved to Penticton because she’s had a partnership change in her life, needed to move and has childhood memories of vacations here -  and also she has a three year old who is not talking. Rather than –

she is a mom with a three year old who is not talking. 

Now this is a dad who is a Montreal Canadians fan and has a two year old daughter with autism. Rather than – a dad with a two year old with autism. 

Relationships that lead to trust often start with the unscripted question.

Second: Keep Changing

No, we shouldn’t jump on every band wagon or follow every trend, but new ideas are invigorating and everywhere there are incremental improvements to be made. Our virtual platforms have vastly improved access to care. A great

change.

Approaching goal planning for children from a perspective of foundation concepts of family wellness, fitness, friendships and function – far more full of humanity than simply developmental norms.

Change isn’t easy but it is usually where the magic lies.

And finally – Optimism

In addition to the lessons of a pandemic, our society is adding tools to help us understand, grapple with, reconcile and hopefully - ultimately - learn from history. 

I hear team members younger than me have discussions that are so far beyond what I was capable of at their age.

They talk openly about the ills of systemic racism and they categorically reject discrimination of any kind. They understand the responsibilities of fighting climate change and continually suggest ways we can contribute. And

concepts of kindness and compassion are no longer seen as traits that people either have or don’t have – but rather as skills that we can all learn – at any time. 

It is those conversations that remind me that the beginning of a better way can be anywhere – at any time. It is those people who make me optimistic.

And it is on that basis – on behalf of myself and our Chair Ryu Okayama – that we enter the next year with unwavering hope.

Handle with Care
- a note of gratitude

- Manisha Willms - Executive Director - 



OSNS respects that the land on which we practice and connect
with our families is the traditional unceded territory of the Syilx
Okanagan People

With the recent discoveries at former Residential Schools, our
hearts and minds are with the families, Indigenous partners, and
all who mourn.  May we honour the lives of these children and of
the survivors. May we all commit to the remember their stories and
to take meaningful action in their memory.

Territorial 
Acknowledgment 
 



The OSNS is multidisciplinary organization striving to provide 
integrated pediatric and early educational programming

Our Teams

Speech-Language Pathology, Physiotherapy,

Occupational Therapy for children ages birth

until school entry.  Treatment sessions can be

Centre based, home / community based, group

or individual.  

Early Intervention Therapies Autism Intervention

A skill building program for children aged 2-12 with

a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder addressing

social skills and communication, play, fine and

gross motor skills, self help skills, and emotional

regulation

Assessment Services

Early years multidisciplinary assessments.  Monitoring

for at risk markets.  Coordination of autism

assessments for children under 6 in the South

Okanagan SImilkameen

Early Childhood Education

Offering inclusive Kinderplace Preschool &

Daycare programs. Specialized ECE staff

team. Teaching pro social skills and kindness

through strengths based programming and

collaborative family centred care

Family Support - Social Work

Available to all families referred to OSNS.  Intake

meetings and navigation of the centre and

community resources.  Ongoing support with the

process of understanding services, diagnoses and

advocacy

Early Mental Health Workshops

Workshop series for parents, caregivers, and

community partners.  Topics include anxiety,

attention deficit, executive functioning, emotional

resiliency.  Psychology services including cognitive

assessments and individual consultations



Strategic
Priorites

Delivery of exceptional early intervention treatment

We will lead the way by collaborating with our families and community partners

to create an integrated network of care within our organization and in partnership

with other early intervention and social service providers.  Children and their

families will have a more coordinated and supportive journey

Creating excellence in integrated clinical care

We will consistently strive to maximize the developmental gains made by our

children.  We will create accountability within our goals, progress reviews and

centre wide outcomes.  Families are dynamic as are children.  We will be nimbler

in our ability to adapt to the changing needs of people we serve

Shaping care through education and parent participation

We are redesigning our service delivery from the point of view of our children and

families.  We seek to build a culture of teamwork from the moment our families

enter the building.  We will build a culture of learning both from the research and

from our parents and their stories.  We will consistently invite and empower

parents be become involved with their child's plans and treatments
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CARF 
Accreditation

In February of 2021, OSNS completed their fifth accreditation with the Commission for

Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) Throughout the virtual three-day process,

OSNS practices and programs were held up against 1134 international standards of

excellence resulting in only two recommendations which included increased testing of

our payroll process in the event of a disaster and another involving acquiring data on the

children we serve several years after they have left our care. 

We believe that continual quality improvement demands authentic and instructive feedback

from parents.  All parents who attend OSNS will be asked these questions with a goal of

100% "YES"

Is my child improving as a result of OSNS? 

Are we treated with respect at OSNS? 

Do staff at OSNS talk about what matters to me? 

Parent Voice

OSNS received the maximum three-year accreditation through CARF in all programs.  This consistent level

of accreditation recognizes OSNS as providing responsive, inclusive, high quality programs and services,

addressing the needs of the children and families in our community. 



Department
Reports

Given the unusual year end, our dedicated department 

leaders were simply asked to describe 

What I Have Learned From The Pandemic 



Early Childhood
Education 

- Ginnie Weston Early Childhood Education Manager -

What I Have Learned
From the Pandemic

We can all get by with less than we thought. We can take pleasure in slowing down and realizing everyday moments, simple

things like discovering a flower in the grass, seeing a bird take flight, watching raindrops splash in a puddle are extraordinary

moments to take note of and that we could learn much by being present in this way and ‘living in the moment’ as children do

effortlessly. 

Our connections - our relationships are so important - love, trust, caring & kindness help build resilience, to overcome strange

stressful times.  Our families and our homes are our safe haven... our staff and our programs are kind of like family & home to

the children who attend. We have supported each other with kindness, shared strength and tears and done all we can to lift

each other up even if we had to do this in a virtual way. 

Early Childhood Educators are brave, steadfast, front line workers who really make it so our families, town, economy can

function. I am proud of this profession and how we stepped up to care for children so parents could do the work they needed to

do - but the stress we bear, the constant heightened awareness, has a price and we all must learn to mindfully practice self-care. 



Something I've learned - Parent coaching

With an increase in virtual services, our Autism Intervention Program was able to provide more parent coaching. Parent coaching is a

valuable tool in autism services. Parent coaching adds strategies to a family's toolkit. It empowers families to continue developing their

child's skills at home, and it can build a family's confidence around continuing to develop these skills beyond graduation from autism

services. A child spends a valuable but short period of time with us at OSNS, but if learning opportunities can be incorporated into a

family's daily routines, a child's learning can be endless.  

Something I've confirmed - The energy at OSNS

I truly LOVE the energy at OSNS. Technically, this isn't something new that I've learned. I could have told you this before. But with

fewer people in our building and for those days worked from home, I missed the energy at OSNS and learned to appreciate it. I'm

grateful to work in a place filled with laughter and play and joy. 

Something I'm still trying to learn - Asking for help 

Asking for help is hard. It's something I'm still learning to do. But in a time of isolation and increased hardships, it's been important to

reach out to one another when we've needed it. It has been heart-warming to see communities come together and support one another

in any way they can. Sewers made masks. Distilleries switched to producing hand sanitizer. Community members delivered groceries

to their at-risk neighbours. Please know that OSNS is here to support your family too.

Autism Intervention

- Meg Keenleyside - Autism Intervention Lead - 

What I Have Learned 
From the Pandemic



Finance Department 

- Melissa Tumlinson - Finance Manager -

What I Have Learned 
From the Pandemic

At the start of this fiscal, I watched our staff experience a variety of changes: some went home to await further instructions, some

reported for work to provide childcare for essential workers, some opened laptops on their kitchen tables to keep working, and

sadly others just went home not knowing when their jobs would be reinstated.   

Amidst all the stress and the unknowns, I also watched our staff pivot service models to virtual delivery, volunteer for full time

employment (FTE) reductions so that more staff members could be retained, and stretch in ways that could never have been

anticipated.  Honestly, it reminded me of the movie line in Apollo 13 where the NASA flight director said, “With all due respect,

sir, I believe this is going to be our finest hour.” And it has been our finest hour.  I’m very proud of our staff and how we have

built more internal capacity for program development and innovative service delivery.    

In the Finance office we have made some tough decisions.  We have reduced our staff, returned leased vehicles, and tried to cut

costs however we can.  We take seriously the idea that a not-for-profit does not mean operating at a deficit.  We have learned

that our history of underfunded contracts has caused a dependence on fundraising to cover operational costs which must be

corrected.  This is simply no way to do business or ensure long term service delivery in the South Okanagan.  The OSNS Legacy

Foundation is poised to take that baton of fundraising.   

We know we must move forward differently. 



Operations

- Nita Khanal - Operations Lead - 

What I Have Learned
From the Pandemic

Every child & family who comes to OSNS through our big and small doors is a part of the OSNS family. The pandemic has highlighted

the importance of this feeling even further. For so many, OSNS was the only family they had during this past year.  Recently, our

therapists shared feedback remarking that some families don't want their children to be discharged because of the relationships they

have built here at the centre, especially with our front desk team, Brenda and Lucy. Our team is grateful for the opportunity to serve the

South Okanagan community and strives to build strong, trusting and nurturing relationships with all our families.

  

The power of story is everything. At the front desk - as parents bring their children in for treatment - they want to share their stories.

Many felt isolated and lonely during the pandemic. Many were worried about their children - who were already vulnerable - catching

the virus. So, hearing their anxiety - listening and validating their feelings was an essential part in providing comfort to those in need 

Our favorite thing as a part of the front desk is to be able to smile and welcome our families to the OSNS.  We take great joy in holding

babies, chatting with our toddlers and asking them to name the different figurines in the lobby. Our front desk team, Lucy and Brenda

take pride in ensuring the lobby has any number of new and different toys out and that the cabinet is always full of the best stickers to

give out.  Seeing those huge smiles and that joy helped us all during the Pandemic and was a good reminder to slow down and to

embrace those simple moments even more.  I have learned that connections with our little ones is so important.



Early InterventionWhat I Have Learned 
From the Pandemic

- Kate Smith - Quality Lead - Speech Language Pathologist -

VIRTUAL SERVICES: Provision of virtual services is a necessity during the pandemic and the therapists completed specific professional development in this area. We meet

regularly with other therapists to discuss challenges and share feedback. While the transition to virtual services has provided an opportunity for growth, it has also reduced

barriers in providing care and education to all our families, e.g. for families who are unable to travel to the Centre. We have discovered efficiencies in taking a different

approach to meeting with some families, by starting with a phone call, then a virtual session and then an in-person Centre session. In this way we are able to gain a fuller

picture of the family’s health, values and home environment before meeting with them. The Occupational Therapists developed a virtual fine motor group that families

can do from the comfort of their home, which is especially valuable for outreach clients and may continue after the pandemic is over. The Speech-Language Pathology

department has offered parent education groups virtually. Parents have found it much more convenient to attend from home than needing to find childcare and attend in

person. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Effective professional development resources are available virtually everywhere, and many excellent courses have been provided free

of charge, so therapists have been able to access a wide range of resources from their laptops. 

PARENTS NEED OTHER PARENTS AND CHILDREN NEED OTHER CHILDREN: We already knew this but it has become even more apparent during the pandemic. Many

parents, particularly those of newborns, have complained of increased stress and social isolation along with concerns that their children are not able to see and interact

with other children. They are worried about the long-term effects of this on their children’s social development. 

FAMILY VALUES: We have learned to be even more sensitive to family's values, respecting their decisions to withdraw from preschool, daycare and therapies even when

we do think it would benefit the children. We are aware of the unique climate we are in and, even more than usual, it is vital to support the mental health of the family as

a whole. 

BABIES LOVE FACES, EVEN WITH MASKS: We always knew that babies love to look at faces, but they still seem to recognize a smile behind a mask and will smile back.

We have been blessed with working with many babies, and to see them smile and connect while we are wearing a mask is incredible. 

 



An organization does not move forward
unless the team cares and it does not move
forward unless that team trusts each other
enough to row in the same direction

- Manisha Willms - Executive Director - 



- Jackie Duncan  - Physio Therapy Lead - 

Landing firmly in the area of innovative quality improvement and service

integration, the OSNS is shifting our thinking and practice towards the

implementation of an F-Words framework of care within our services that is 

more holistic and further removed from the mindset of "fixing" neurodevelopment

disabilities

Inspired by decades of research, CANChild - McMaster University, developed the

6 F-words in Childhood Disability. The F-words focuses on six key areas of child

development with the recognition that no one factor is more important than

another.  Since the initial F-Words workshop, the OSNS has established a

committee of clinicians, early childhood educators, administrators and parents to

assist in the planning and implementation of the F-Words program looking at a 3-

year delivery to fully incorporate the F-Words ideology into OSNS services

The 6 F words includes service focus on all areas of child development:

Function – refers to what people do

Family – represents the essential ‘environment’ of all children

Fitness – how children stay physically active and other recreation activities

Fun – activities children enjoy participating in

Friends – friendships established with peers

Future – parents and children’s expectations and dreams for their future

P j t 2

An Introduction to 
"F" Words



Thank you to our 
South Okanagan
Business Community 
and Sports Clubs  

Neighbourhood Brewing 

"Christmas Ugly Sweater" Fundraiser 

BC Hockey Hall Of Fame & The Penticton Vees

50 / 50 Draw proceeds 

BCannery Brewing & The Black Antlers

"Cocktail" Fundraiser

Valley  First

"Blue Jean" Friday Fundraiser 

RONA Penticton

LOWE's Local Heroes Campaign



ABK Restoration Services 

$1500 Donation toward our Family Room  

STAPLES : The Nest : Local Security 

First Responders Charity Car Wash

Garden Works 

Learning Garden

Hometown - Kondola Furniture 

Donation of $2000.00

Carmi Remedy RX 

Staff Flu Shots at the Centre

Penticton Toyota

Donation of $3000.00

IG Wealth Management Penticton

Volunteer Days



With the cancellation
of many of our
fundraisers we are
so grateful for the
continued support of
our local Service
Clubs  

Knights Of Pythias 

Penticton 

Quota International

 Penticton  

Summerland Health Care

Auxiliary 

Penticton Hospital 

Auxiliary 

Penticton Sunrise Rotary  Kiwanis Club of

Penticton 



Community
Response Funding 



Our first ever virtual Share A Smile Telethon and Live Auction
was a huge success passing our original goal of 50K to raising
91K

Thank you Auction Donors! 

91K Raised! 

Penticton Hospital
 Auxiliary



All of us at the OSNS would like to thank

the unwavering commitment from the

Okanagan Motorcycle Riders Association. 

 This raffle has been a significant success

only because of their enthusiastic support in

selling tickets on any number of weekends

under more than precarious conditions. 

 The pandemic was tough, but our OMRA

family has made it that much easier. We are

so grateful and honoured to have you in our

corner including the Canadian Tire and

Rona folks who generously allowed us to

sell tickets at various locations within the

South Okanagan.

Big congratulations to our winner - 

Clay Barkley! 

OSNS Annual
Harley Davidson
Raffle



There Were Some Hard Days But Along The Way We Had Some Fun Too



Performance Reporting

OUT OF OUR CATCHMENT AREA

Prince George

Lake Country

Lumby

Kelowna

West Kelowna

Cranbrook

Val-Des-Monts

Cache Creek

DIVERSITY OF LANGUAGES SPOKEN AGE GENDER
39.5 % - Female

39.5 - Male

Penticton

Summerland

Cawston

Oliver

Osoyoos

Princeton

OK Falls

Naramata

Kaleden

Keremeos

Hedley

Coalmont

AREAS SERVICED

English

Punjabi

French

Cantonese

Vietnamese

Korean

Hindi

Spanish

Arabic

Dutch

Philpino

Nepali

Japanese

Malay

0 - 3 years: 526

4 - 6 years: 720

7-12 years: 243

13+: 16

497 new children referred



Performance Reporting

The Following Represents KinderBear and KinderKids
Daycare and Kinderplace Developmental Preschool

Daycare families access government

childcare subsidies to pay part or all of

their fees due to being selected as a

prototype site for $10 per daycare

 

of the children have an

identified special need or

have accessed early

intervention services

48% 100% 
of families access the

government childcare

subsidies to pay part or

all of their fees

31

 

children are transitioning from

KinderPlace to Kindergarten

105 
Families in our Daycare and Preschool

PRESCHOOL DAYCARE

26 

Families in our 3-5 old 

Daycare program

23 

Families in our Infant Toddler

Daycare program

of the children have an

identified special need

or have accessed early

intervention services 

40%

21%

 

children attending have english as a

second language (ESL)



girls in program

under 6 yrs old over 6 yrs old 

5 10 

15 

13 

TOTAL SERVICE HOURS

Performance Reporting

AUTISM INTERVENTION
PROGRAM STATS

66 

boys in program

under 6 yrs old over 6 yrs old 

13 
53 




